
ASSIGNMENT 3 : McGill Hearts!

COMP-202B, Winter 2013, All Sections

Due: March 25th, 2013 (23:30)

Please read the entire pdf before starting.

You must do this assignment individually and, unless otherwise specified, you must follow all the general
instructions and regulations for assignments. Graders have the discretion to deduct up to 10% of the value
of this assignment for deviations from the general instructions and regulations. These regulations are posted
on the course website. Be sure to read them before starting.

Part 1: 0 points
Part 2, Question 1: 20 points
Part 2, Question 2: 40 points
Part 2, Question 3: 40 points

100 points total

It is very important that you follow the directions as closely as possible. The directions, while
perhaps tedious, are designed to make it as easy as possible for the TAs to mark the assignments by letting
them run your assignment through automated tests. While these tests will not determine your entire grade,
it will speed up the process significantly, which will allow the TAs to provide better feedback and not waste
time on administrative details. Plus, if the TA is in a good mood while he or she is grading, then that
increases the chance of them giving out partial marks :)

Part 1 (0 points): Warm-up

Do NOT submit this part, as it will not be graded. However, doing these exercises might help you to do the
second part of the assignment, which will be graded. If you have difficulties with the questions of Part 1, then
we suggest that you consult the TAs during their office hours; they can help you and work with you through
the warm-up questions.

Warm-up Question 1 (0 points)
Write a class Vector. A Vector should consist of three private properties of type double: x,y, and z.
You should add to your class a constructor which takes as input 3 doubles. These doubles should be
assigned to x,y, and z. You should then write methods getX(), getY(), getZ(), setX(), setY(), and
setZ() which allow you to get and set the values of the vector.

Warm-up Question 2 (0 points)
Add to your Vector class a method calculateMagnitude() which returns a double representing the
magnitude of the vector. The magnitude can be computed by taking√

x2 + y2 + z2

Warm-up Question 3 (0 points)
Write a method scalarMultiply which takes as input a double[], and a double scale, and returns
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void. The method should modify the input array by multiplying each value in the array by scale.
Question to consider: Would this approach work if we had a double as input instead of a double[]?

Warm-up Question 4 (0 points)
Write a method deleteElement which takes as input an int[] and an int target and deletes all
occurrences of target from the array. The method should return the new int[]. Question to consider:
Why is it that we have to return an array and can’t simply change the input parameter array?

Warm-up Question 5 (0 points)
Write the same method, except this time it should take as input a String[] and a String. What is
different about this than the previous method? (Hint: Remember that String is a reference type.

Part 2

The questions in this part of the assignment will be graded.

In this assignment, you will implement a version of the card game Hearts. We present a brief description of
the game rules below. For more information on the game as well as more details on the rules, please read
http: // www. pagat. com/ reverse/ hearts. html .

You will implement the standard version of hearts with two exceptions:

1. Players will not pass cards before each round starts.

2. The player who holds the two of clubs will still start each hand, but he/she is not required to play the
two of clubs.

You may choose to implement these two additional features if you like. If you have, please include this
information in the Confession.txt file you hand in. As this assignment is more complicated than the others
and requires you to solve more problems with fewer hints, it is highly recommended that you hand in a
Confession.txt file listing what parts of your code work and what doesn’t. That is to say, it is expected that
your code may not work 100% correctly 100% of the time, but if you are able to show awareness of your
code’s problems, the TAs will be more lenient in grading.

Rules of Hearts

The game of Hearts is a card game played by exactly 4 players with a standard set of playing cards. Every
card has a suit and a value. Each card has 4 possibilities for its suit (hearts, clubs, diamonds, or spades)
and 13 possibilities for its value (ace, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, jack, queen, king). When these possibilities
are paired together, there are 52 possible cards.

The object of hearts is to have the lowest score of any player. Players get points by taking certain cards
during the course of play. Points are tallied at the end of each hand and the game ends when at least one
player reaches 100 points. Since the goal is to avoid points, players generally try to avoid taking these cards.
(See exception related to ”shooting the moon” below.)

The game play is as follows:

1. At the beginning of each hand, all 52 cards are shuffled and dealt so that each player has 13 cards.
Under standard playing rules, the players then exchange cards, but for simplicity, it is not required
that you implement this feature.

2. The first turn in each round goes to the player who holds the 2 of clubs. In our version, the player
holding the 2 of clubs can play any card in his or her hand.

3. Play continues in a clockwise fashion until each player has played 1 card. The rules for what constitutes
a legal play are below. The player with the highest card of the four played based on the rules below
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then takes these four cards and puts them aside in a separate pile next to him/her. This is known as
winning a trick. These cards will be used later when the scoring occurs.

4. Whoever wins a particular trick starts play for the next trick, also known as leading. Since each player
has 13 cards to start and plays one card in each trick, there are 13 tricks per deal.

5. The rules of choosing which card to play are as follows:

(a) If you are leading for a trick (i.e. playing the first card in a trick), you may play any card from
your hand.

(b) If you are NOT leading and you have a card with the same suit as the card that was led in that
trick, then you MUST play a card from that suit. For example, if the card led was a club, and
you have a club in your hand, then you MUST play a club. Remember that it is the suit of the
card led and NOT the suit of the card played immediately before you.

(c) If you are NOT leading and you do NOT have a card with the same suit as the card that was led
in that trick, then you may play any card that you want.

(d) The winner of a trick, who takes all 4 cards, is the player who has the highest card IN THE SUIT
THAT WAS LED. Note that Ace is higher than King which is higher than Queen, which is higher
than Jack, which is higher than ten, and so on.

(e) Generally, since the goal is to avoid getting points and you get points by taking specific cards,
players try to avoid taking a trick. There are cases, however, when it is more useful to have
control of play by starting than to avoid taking the trick.

6. After each player plays 13 cards, scoring works as follows:

(a) Each player who took a card with the suit of Hearts gets one point for every heart they took.

(b) The player who took the Queen of Spades gets 13 points.

(c) There is one exception to the above two rules called “shooting the moon.” If a player takes EVERY
Heart AND the Queen of Spades, then rather than getting 26 points, each other player gets 26
points. (Remember that the goal is to have the fewest points so this is advantageous.)

For this assignment, you will write several classes and use object oriented programming to build up to the
final game. In general, you may NOT add extra public methods or properties to any of the classes. If you
want to add extra methods or properties, you should make them private.

Background Information: Enums in Java

The code for this assignment will use something called an enum. An enum in Java is a user defined type
that can hold a fixed set of values. In some ways, it is similar to a boolean in that a boolean can take on a
fixed set of values (true or false). When you define an enum, you specify which values are acceptable. For
example, one might wish to create a type Day which can represent one of seven values representing the days
of the week. (The alternative would be to use an int to store a number representing the day of the week
via a code. For example, you might choose to store the value of 0 for Sunday, 1 for Monday, 2 for Tuesday,
etc. However, this solution is not clean because a)the compiler won’t check that you didn’t use an invalid
value–for example a negative number–in your int and b)the code does not appear very clean since the type
is int but in reality it does not represent a number.)

To define an enum, you simply list the set of values that it can take on. For example:

public enum Day {

SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY,

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY

}
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defines a new type Day that can hold one of seven values.

There are several ways you can use the above enum:

1. To declare a variable of type Day, you would write, for example, Day favourite;

2. To use a literal value with an enum, you must write the enum name, then a dot, and then the literal
value. For example: Day.MONDAY. You can use this value like any other value of the enum’s type:

Day currentDay = Day.MONDAY;

//......

if (currentDay == Day.Monday) {

System.out.println("Ugh! I hate Mondays!");

}

3. To go through every single value that an enum can take on, you can use a “foreach” loop. We have
not seen the “foreach” loop in class, but the syntax is similar to a regular for loop. The body of the
for loop will execute for every possible value of the term on the right side of the : Inside the loop, the
variable declared on the left side of the : will take on each subsequent value. For example, to print
every day of the week, you would write the following:

for (Day d : Day.values())

{

System.out.println(d);

}

The above for each loop will first execute with d taking on the first value from Day.values() (SUN-
DAY), then the second, and so on.

4. Lastly, in some cases you might want to compare enums based on their order in the list for the enum
definition. In this case, you can use a method defined on an enum called ordinal to compare the
two. The method ordinal will return a number representing the order the value was listed in the enum
definition. For example, to check between two Day variables d1 and d2 which comes earlier in the week,
one could write:

if (d1.ordinal() < d2.ordinal())

{

}

For more information about enums, see http://docs.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/java/javaOO/enum.

html and http://docs.oracle.com/javase/1.5.0/docs/api/java/lang/Enum.html.

The assignment will use two enums, Suit and Value to represent the notion of a Card. These are defined
for you and posted on the course webpage in the files Suit.java and Value.java.

Question 1: Card class (20 points)
In this question, you will define a type Card that represents a playing card in Java. Remember that
one of the goals of defining this new type is to allow you to do things such as create an array of Cards,
which will be much easier to maintain than an array of values and an array of suits. You may use the
Card.java file posted on the course website for “inspiration” but it is highly recommended you do this
on your own for practice.

A Card object should have the following two private properties. You must use the enums Suit and Value
defined in Suit.java and Value.java respectively.

• private Suit suit : This is an enum of type Suit representing what suit (e.g. Hearts, Clubs, Spades,
or Diamonds) the Card is supposed to represent.

• private Value value : This is an enum of type Value representing what value (e.g. ace, two,
three,....jack, queen, king) the Card is supposed to represent.
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You should define the following non static public methods:

• public Card(Suit theSuit, Value theValue) : This constructor should initialize the suit and
value properties of the Card object. You may assume that theSuit and theValue are within
acceptable ranges.

• public Suit getSuit() : This method should return the value of the suit property.

• public Value getValue() : This method should return the value of the value property.

• public String toString() : This method should return a String form of the Card. You may
do this however you like, but your toString() method must produce a String that includes both
the Suit and the Value of the Card. For example, “ACE of SPADES” or “AS” or “1S” are all
acceptable options. (If foo is a variable of an enum type, then foo.toString() will print the text
of the enum.)

• public boolean equals(Card other) This method should take as input another Card and com-
pare the this Card’s value and suit to the value and suit property of other and return true or false
based on this.

Question 2: CarePile class (40 points)
In this question, you will write a class CardPile. The point of this class is to define an object that will
allow you to more easily manipulate a pile of cards. Remember that with a regular array, it is difficult
to add an element to an array, since you can’t resize an array. With a CardPile object, we will be able
to add and remove cards more easily. (Behind the scenes, we will still be dealing with an array, but the
messy aspects are hidden and thus there will be the illusion of simplicity.)

A CardPile should have two private properties:

• private Card[] cards : This is an array which always is of size 52 (you can make a class constant
for this if you like) and is designed to store the entire deck. Typically, many of the spots will be
null. This is done so that you can add and remove Cards to and from the CardPile without having
to create a new array each time.

• private int numCards : This is an integer that represents the number of non-null values inside
the array cards

You should have the following public methods (non static unless otherwise specified)

• public CardPile() : This is a constructor that will initialize the cards array to be an array of
size 52. It should also initialize numCards to be 0.

• A method void addToBottom(Card c). This method should find the smallest index i for which
the cards[i] is equal to null and add c to that position. The method should then update the
counter numCards. (Hint: You may find this counter useful to help find the first null spot in the
array)

• A method Card removeCard(int index). This method should remove the element at index index

from the private property cards. At this point, you should shift all values AFTER index in the
array to fill in the null entries. It should return the removed Card. For example, if cards contains
{a, b, c, d, null} when the method is called and index is 2, cards should end up with the contents
of {a,b,d,null,null} and return c. If the index i is not between 0 and numCards, then your method
should return null.

• A method boolean isEmpty() which returns a boolean representing whether the card pile is empty.

• A method void clear() which removes all elements in the CardPile. Note that if you are clever
about your use of the variable numCards throughout the entire class, then you can do this in one
line.

• A method int getNumCards() which returns the number of cards in the card pile.
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• A method Card peak(int i) which takes as input an integer representing an index and returns
the Card that is at the index i of the CardPile. This method should not modify the CardPile. It
should return null if the index is out of range of the CardPile.

• A method boolean containsCard(Card c). This method should return a boolean of true if the
CardPile contains a Card with the same suit and value as c and false otherwise.

• A method boolean containsSuit(Suit suit). This method should return a boolean of true if
any of the cards in the CardPile have a suit matching the parameter suit and false otherwise.

• A method String toString(). This method should return a String representation of the CardPile.
It should do this by calling the toString method on each particular Card and putting a number as
well as a space between them. Note that when you use String concatenation (i.e. with the + sign),
automatically the toString method is called with objects. For example, if the CardPile contains
the Ace of Spades, Two of Hearts, and King of Clubs, the toString() method should produce the
String 0.AS 1.TH 2.KC (an extra space at the end is OK). (If your toString() in the Card class
is implemented slightly differently your results might look a bit different.)

• A method void shuffle() which randomly rearranges the Cards inside the CardPile. To do this,
you should do the following:

1. Choose two random integers (see below) between and including 0 and numCards - 1. Call
these two numbers i and j

2. Swap the value at cards[i] with cards[j]. (Sometimes i will equal j and you’ll swap an
element with itself, but this is OK)

3. Repeat this procedure 100,000 times.

To generate a random integer you will want to use the Random class. First, create a Random object
by writing Random r = new Random(1) as a static property of the class. An example of how to do
this will be posted online. Then you can generate a random integer by calling a method nextInt

on the object r. For example: r.nextInt(10) will generate a random integer between 0 and 9
(including 9 and 0).

Note that your numbers will be “predictably” random in that from one run until the next they
will be exactly the same. We’ll talk in class briefly about what one could do to solve this issue in
practice, but for the assignment it is much better this way as it is easier to debug any issues you run
into. For more information on random numbers, please see http://docs.oracle.com/javase/1.

4.2/docs/api/java/util/Random.html. Note that you need to import java.util.Random to do
this.

• The last method you write should be a static method. This method should be called makeFullDeck

and it should create a deck of size 52 which is filled in with all possible cards. It should then shuffle
the deck by calling the shulffle method on this CardPile and then return it. Hint: See the file
EnumExample.java posted on the course webpage for an example of how to go through
every possible suit. Use nested loops to go through every possible Card.

Question 3: Hearts class (40 points)
In this question, you will write the main game logic for Hearts (logic outlined below), sticking as closely
to the rules of the game as possible. You are only required to write one method, the main method,
though you are encouraged to write more methods. The Hearts class will use 3 classes that we provide
for you: HumanPlayer, ComputerPlayer, and Player. You should download the 3 .java files from the
course webpage and put them into the same file as your source code. We also provide a short sample
file to get you started with the Hearts.java file.

You should do the following:

• First, create 4 Player objects (see below for more information on how to do this) and put them into
an array of size 4.
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• Set up a loop to execute the game. Your loop should continue as long as no player has 100 points.
At each step of your loop, you should do the following:

– Create a variable CardPile deck and, using the makeFullDeck method, fill it with all 52
shuffled cards.

– “Deal” 13 cards to each player by dealing to the players in turn. You may deal in any order as
long as the players each have 13 different cards at the end.

– Determine which index player has the 2 of clubs and let this player go first.

– To let the player play, you should call the playLegalMove that is part of the Player, HumanPlayer,
and ComputerPlayer class. You will need to keep track of this card played and then move to
the next player. You do NOT need to check that the player has chosen a legal move. (You may
assume the playLegalMove() method contains this logic.)

– Continue to let each player play, keeping track of the cards played until each player has played
once. Then, determine who won that trick based on the rules of hearts. (Remember the winner
of the trick is the player with the highest card from the same suit that was led.) Finally, “give”
those cards to the player who won the trick. Hint: Use the ordinal() method defined on
all enums to help with the comparison.

– The player who took the previous trick should lead in the next trick with any card. This process
will then repeat until players have no cards remaining.

– Once all players have played their cards, the points are tallied up, the players hands are cleared,
and then the game continues unless someone has 100 or more points, in which case the player
with the fewest points wins.

• At the end of the game, display the winner. You may assume there is no tie for first place.
Remember the winner is the player with the fewest points.

To make things easier for you, we have provided you with a class Player that can be used to store the
state of a player. The Player class can be used to store:

1. The cards the player currently has in his/her hand

2. The cards the player currently has already taken in the current hand

3. The number of points the player has.

A Player object thus has the following methods defined on it:

• int countPoints() that returns an int representing how many points (based on Hearts scoring)
the user has taken in a given round.

• void addPoints(int update) which takes an int as input and updates the property points by
increasing by the int given.

• int getPoints() which returns the number of points the player has.

• void takeCards(CardPile cards). This method should return void. It adds every card in cards

to the card pile taken. This method deletes every element from the CardPile passed as input.

• void dealCardTo(Card card). This method adds Card card to hand.

• void redeal() which removes all the Cards from hand and taken.

• boolean containsCard(Card c) which checks to see whether a player has a specific card c or not
in his hand.

• Card playLegalMove(CardPile currentTrick). This method will take as input a CardPile rep-
resenting the current trick being played. When the Player is a HumanPlayer, It displays to the
user the cards in his/her hand as well as the cards in the current trick. Then, using a Scanner, it
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allows the user to enter a number representing the index of the card he/she wants to play. If this
choice is invalid or an illegal move, it will ask the user to re-enter a value. It will continue to let the
user re-enter a value until the user has made a legal selection. If the Player is a ComputerPlayer

it will choose the first card in the player’s hand that is a legal move. In either case, the method
will remove the chosen card from the hand of the Player and then return the Card representing the
player’s selection.

The method playLegalMove needs to do different things depending on whether a human is playing or a
computer is playing. For example, with a human player, we use a Scanner to show the user what cards
he/she holds. With a computer player, we want the computer to use some sort of artificial intelligence to
choose a particular move. Ordinarily, this would mean we would need to define 2 classes, HumanPlayer
and ComputerPlayer which have different methods called playLegalMove but where everything else
is identical (since keeping score, keeping track of the hands, etc are all the same). However, Java
supports something called an abstract class which allows us to define a class Player and then extend
it in another class. What this means is that although the HumanPlayer.java file only contains one
method, playLegalMove, an object of type HumanPlayer actually contains all of the methods of Player.
The first benefit of this is we avoid duplicating code.

The second benefit of this happens because Java has something known as polymorphism. Polymorphism
means that a variable of one type can actually take “many forms.” When we implement this sort of
abstract class and extend it, we can actually store a reference to a HumanPlayer inside of a Player

variable–even though the types don’t technically match in the “traditional” sense.

Part of the reason polymorphism makes sense is that extending a class is thought of as an “is-a” rela-
tionship, which means that if a HumanPlayer extends a Player, then a HumanPlayer is-a Player. So
it makes sense to store a HumanPlayer inside a Player variable, since that is storing a Player as well.
(e.g. If you have a bag that can hold fruit, then it is acceptable to put an apple in the bag since an
apple is-a fruit).

Statements like the following are allowed:

Player p1 = new HumanPlayer();

Player p2 = new ComputerPlayer();

Once this is done, you can then call the same methods on p1 and p2, as long as they are inside the file
Player.java

Note that the Player.java file does not have a definition for the method playLegalMove. It only has
the header for it. This means that you can NOT write the following:

Player p = new Player(); //DOES NOT COMPILE!

To use these classes, download Player.java, HumanPlayer.java, and ComputerPlayer.java and put
them all into the same folder. The artificial intelligence used by the computer player is actually artificial
stupidity at the moment as it simply chooses the first legal move. If you want to for fun, you may extend
the artificial intelligence.

We have provided you a file Hearts.java to get you started with this.

You should use these classes and methods inside your Hearts class as they will make it easier
for you to maintain the state of the game. However, these methods rely on the methods
that you write in the CardPile class working correctly. If you have not implemented them
or have a bug in them, they may not work as advertised.

What To Submit

You should submit your assignment on MyCourses. In order to do this, you will need to make a zip of the
file. You can do this on windows by following the instructions at this link: http://condor.depaul.edu/
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slytinen/instructions/zip.html. On a mac or linux, you can find instructions at http://osxdaily.

com/2012/01/10/how-to-zip-files-in-mac-os-x/

You should submit a zip file called Assignment3.zip with the following files inside of it.

Card.java

CardPile.java

Hearts.java

Confession.txt (optional but strongly recommended) In this file, you can tell the TA about
any issues you ran into doing this assignment. If you point out an error that you know occurs
in your problem, it may lead the TA to give you more partial credit. On the other hand, it also
may lead the TA to notice something that otherwise he or she would not. You should include a
description of what you tried to fix the problem, what part of code you think it occurs in, etc.
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